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.. list-table:: :header-rows: 1 * - Fixes - * - Improvements
* - Enhancements * - Changes * - .. _`Bug Fixes`: ZRTP
integration ---------------- ZRTP (ZRTP for WMA/Ogg) is
an industry standard for encrypting VOIP conversations.
With the EZdrummer 1.3.2 release, you can support
ZRTP encryption with the 'ZRTP Encrypt Options'
settings. The settings page for this option is found under
Settings->Conversations->ZRTP Encryption Options This
option lets you configure the ZRTP keys and it's aliases. It
will also let you create a 'GPG Key' to use for signing
your message. It is important to note that since the
EZdrummer can be used for Audio/Video
communications, it will cause problems when trying to use
ZRTP in a VoIP context. One of the issues is that the
ZRTP packet sending data will be stored in a non standard
location. As a result, the data won't play through your file
system but rather will have to be sent to the ZRTP sending
device and then back to the destination device. For
example, this means that your PC will need a sending
device such as a Flash Media Server. If you are not
familiar with ZRTP, please see to learn more. .. image::
img/zrtp_options.png :align: center :alt: zrtp options page
screenshot .. _`ZRTP Encryption Options`: Annotations
-----------
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it because it says you need to update the toontrack
software to the latest version before you can install it.
Which means I have already done this and my plugin has
already updated the software but it still didn't install the
extension. I can only install it in one way: using the
"toontrack-plugin.exe" command, but then I can't get it to
work with my plugin. I tried installing the extension from
another location but it doesn't work. I can't figure out why
this doesn't work and I can't find any documentation on
how to do it. Any help would be greatly appreciated
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